Metal Solutions

Delivering
Quality Metal
Solutions
That Drive
Customer
Success
Since 1956, Farwest
has been the premium
metals solution choice
within the greater
Western United States.
Farwest’s products and
services offer customers
the ability to consolidate
many suppliers into one
effective solution.
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Distribution
Broad Sourcing
Our vast inventory includes, but not limited
to, carbon, alloy, and stainless plate; flat roll
products, floor plate, merchant bars, tubing,
pipe, beams, cold finish bars, grating, and
expanded metal. Farwest stocks thousands
of shapes and sizes, including hard-to-find
lengths and grades from our established
domestic and international supply base.
Farwest owns and operates a fleet of tractor
trailers and coordinates with a network of
preferred carriers. Farwest can deliver on
time anywhere in the United States.

Local relationships
Farwest distribution centers maintain an
extensive inventory, with a special focus
on the products most needed in each
service area. Outstanding local customer
service is a result of establishing long-term
relationships in each region. Same-day or
next-day local service is only one part of the
picture.
Simplify your sourcing needs by taking
advantage of Farwest’s diverse product
offerings. Farwest’s broad domestic and
international sourcing network is capable of
providing stock items, when you need them.
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Diverse Capabilities & Precision
In addition to a vast product offering,
Farwest boasts one of the largest
processing capabilities of any single
steel service center on the West
Coast.

Processing

Capabilities include flame cutting,
HyDefinition plasma cutting, flat
laser cutting, structural laser cutting,
beveling, shearing, saw cutting,
punching, kitting, and kanban
programs.

Quality products and a wide array of
processing capabilities are the first
steps to meeting your needs. From
manufacturers to structural fabricators
the innovative team at Farwest will
deliver metal solutions to ensure
your success. Products, processing,
problem solving – all in one place with
on time delivery.

It’s all at Farwest.

Expert operators are equipped with
the latest technology to produce high
quality parts. Farwest produces to
tolerances designed to ensure your
quality expectations will be met.

Custom shapes, when you need them.

Advanced
Processing
Vertical Strength
Beyond operating a full line distribution service
center with unmatched first stage processing
equipment, Farwest also provides second and
third stage processing.
Partnering with Farwest’s Advanced
Processing Group can provide
manufacturing support that will
allow you to consolidate
your supply base and quickly
help scale your operation to
changing demands.
Capabilities include forming,
rolling, and welding sub
assemblies combined with
the resources to coordinate
machining, painting,
galvanizing, and powder
coating.
Conveniently located Advanced
Processing equipment, near
Farwest’s broad range of steel
products, improves overall
speed to market to meet your
timeframe.
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Reinforcing

Complete Package
Our strategically located facilities,
full range of products, and decades
of experience make Farwest the
ideal partner for your reinforced
concrete projects. From standard
reinforcing, to wire mesh, highstrength reinforcing, epoxy coated
rebar, post-tension cables, and
mechanical splices Farwest can
provide all your reinforced concrete
construction needs.
As pioneers in the manufacturing of
epoxy-coated rebar, Farwest can
also provide corrosion resistant
construction solutions in stainlesssteel, fiberglass rebar (FRP),
galvanized reinforcing as well as a
wide range of alternative mill grades.
Farwest will support your project
with comprehensive estimating and
detailing, on-time deliveries and
first class project management that
comes from decades of experience.
In the field, Farwest can provide
your team with a complete installed
package. With a focused effort
on quality and safety, your project
will be completed on time and
within budget.

Best practices have earned
Farwest a reputation for
excellent service.
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